Announcing the Presentation List

Hear from speakers from around the world who will be sharing their work, research, and knowledge with ASIC attendees! Our Technical Program Committee has curated a fantastic program - with over 150 oral presentations and an additional 80 poster displays. Take a look at the full presentation list on our website!

Review Presentation Abstracts

Reminder of Session Topics

Review the session list below to refresh your memory on all the diverse topics covered in this year's program:

- Advanced measurement approaches for fenceline and fugitive monitoring applications
- Air Sensor Use in India
- Best practices from Breathe London: Lessons learned from integrating hundreds of air quality sensors with the largest and most advanced regulatory monitoring network in Europe
- Clean Air Monitoring and Solutions Network: getting useful, actionable data out of low cost sensors for air quality action
- Communication Strategies for Understanding, Insight, and Action
- Community Air Sensor Use
- Filling air quality data gaps in the Global South // Filling in the air quality data gap and enabling air quality management in LMICs using low-cost sensors
- Indoor Sensing for Air Quality Control and Ventilation Applications
- Innovative Sensor Technologies
- Merging sensor data with other air pollution data sources: methods and benefits
- Mobile Monitoring/Monitoring Mobile Sources
- Performance targets for air quality sensors
- Sensor Networks: From nuts and bolts to real-world impacts
- Standard, Supplemental and Informational Monitoring
- Swimming in Data: The current and future state of data management platforms
- The Potential of Air Sensors for Personalizing and Advancing Human Health Research
- Youth-Focused Education and Youth-Lead Initiatives

Have you Registered Yet?
ASIC is only 3 months away!

Whether you are an industry or academic professional looking to network and develop future projects, or you are a community advocate learning about the latest air quality monitoring techniques, there will be a plethora of opportunities.
We are excited to share that our current attendee list includes participants from more than 25 different countries!

**Pre-Conference Trainings**

ASIC pre-conference trainings are designed to provide some basic background and knowledge to attendees about Air Quality Sensors and applications.

*Sign ups for the trainings will open in March.*

*Please stay tuned for additional information!*

---

**Thank you early bird Sponsors & Exhibitors!**

Our team is excited to share our preliminary list of conference sponsors and exhibitors. This event would not be possible without a strong showing of support from these wonderful organizations and their members every year.

This year we are excited to host the exhibit hall in-person at the Pasadena Convention Center with a virtual participation option through the conference platform, Whova, to accommodate those tuning in remotely.

The Pasadena exhibit hall will consist of exhibit booths, poster displays, live presentations, job boards, and discussion tables. The Virtual exhibit hall will include all the same aspects with plenty of opportunities to interact with exhibitors and poster presenters. After such a difficult year of uncertainty and constant readjustment, we are really looking forward to coming together with you to facilitate these much needed discussions. We know there will be something of interest for every attendee.

**Thank you to our Platinum Sponsors:**
- California Air Resources Board
- South Coast Air Quality Management District
- Bay Area Air Quality Management District

**Thank you to our Gold Sponsor:**
- IQAir

**Thank you to our Silver Sponsor:**
- Particles Plus

**Thank you to our Supporting Sponsors:**
- Purple Air
- TD Environmental Sciences
- Airly
- AethLabs
- Piera Systems
- Quant AQ
- Montrose Environmental Group
- Aeroqual

**Thank you to our Bronze Sponsor:**
- Airly

**Thank you to our Exhibiting Sponsors:**
- 2B Technologies Inc.
- Kunak
- ECOMESURE & SGS
- Sonoma Technology
- Teledyne API
- Aeroqual
- US EPA Office of Research
- SensIT Technologies
- TSI
- Ambilabs

---

**Are you interested in sponsoring or exhibiting at ASIC?**

Reserve your space now to secure the lowest cost! Exhibit spaces increase in price by $500 on February 15th!
Review our Sponsor Prospectus here to learn more about our customizable offerings.

For more information, please send an email to Conference Manager, Sandra Hall, at sehall@ucdavis.edu.

Exhibitor & Sponsorship Benefits

Plan your visit!

View the Preliminary Schedule
As you plan your travel and reserve your hotels, keep in mind the schedule of events! The conference will kickoff with trainings on Tuesday evening. Event programming will take place all day Wednesday and Thursday, concluding Friday evening after a few specialty group meetings. View draft schedule here.

Snag a Hotel Reservation
We have partnered with the Hilton Pasadena and the Marriott Sheraton Pasadena to provide ASIC attendees with discounted room rates. We recommend you reserve your hotel room early for Tuesday through Saturday to ensure you book the best price. Review the conference website for additional details including the special hotel rates for federal and state employees. With great presentations every day, we hope you will be an active participant all week! Book your hotel here.

Passport and Visa Requirements
If you plan to attend the 2022 Conference from a country other than the United States, please do not delay in making VISA arrangements for your entry if needed. Such arrangements are the responsibility of attendees and participants and may take several months to process through the United States government.

Volunteer for ASIC!
If you are looking for another way to decrease the registration cost of the conference, we are opening up opportunities to volunteer and receive registration reimbursement! Volunteer for one shift and receive a reimbursement of $50 after the conference. Learn more about volunteer opportunities here.

Thank you Platinum Sponsors
Thank you Gold Sponsors

**IQAir**
First in Air Quality

Thank you Silver Sponsors

Questions? Please Contact the Conference Staff: airqualityevents@ucdavis.edu
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